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A born naturalist and a fearless traveler, Vladimir Dinets wrote travel guides, conducted field

research, and lived a couple of lives before he was accepted into the PhD program in zoology at the

University of Miami. He thought crocodiles were a dead-end research topicâ€”survivors from the age

of the dinosaurs but not much elseâ€”until he witnessed groups of up to seventy alligators

performing mating choruses that included infrasound vibrationsâ€”a form of communication

extremely rare in natureâ€”and a â€œdanceâ€• unknown in the scientific literature but that resembled

a scene from Jurassic Park. To prove his thesis about the language of crocodiles, he spent the next

six years traveling around the world on shoestring budgets and in extreme circumstances, studying

almost every living species. At the same time, as a man desiring companionship in life, he sought

love.With adventures on five continents, Dragon Songs is his account of this quest. It includes an

escape from a boiling lava lake in the Afar Desert, being chased up a tree by a tiger in India,

hitching a ride with a cocaine smuggler in Bolivia, and diving with giant Greenland sharksâ€”all in the

name of studying crocodiles, among which he routinely paddled in his inflatable kayak. Of course,

not everything went according to plan. But, in the end, his ground-breaking research helped change

the field. And during the course of his adventures, he met and courted his future wife.
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Vladimir Dinets has written an extraordinary book that should appeal to a large number of readers. It

has much to recommend it-- a passionate quest for knowledge, a passionate love of nature, a



passionate love of different cultures (and of women, culminating in the happy ending of a marriage

and academic jobs for both parties) and true adventure.To give you just a taste, one of my favorite

passages has Vladimir neck deep in a pool, holding very very still as a huge "false-gharial almost

twenty feet long entered the pool, and remained motionless for an hour." Vladimir was "so afraid

that it would notice him"... not from fear of being eaten, but fear of the animal leaving before it sang

its mating song, the nominal topic of this book and of his thesis research. His description of this

episode, and of other encounters, is both thrilling and satisfying: "Finally the "song" came.... the

vibrations were so intense that I felt like a victim of dynamite fishing. A tree growing above my head

showered me with dry leaves. The giant remained still for another hour, then his mighty tail slowly

moved, and he slid through the grass toward the river and disappeared."Vladimir describes travels

that quartered the world, and gave insights into the study of nature, and its condition, in multiple

countries. He is an accomplished writer, with several books in other languages, and his authorship

of this book is engaging and knowledgeable. I enjoyed his book greatly.The hardback version was

originally purchased for our Biology department, but I also purchased the kindle version for myself,

which I have enjoyed reading on my own travels. Whether you are an armchair or an active traveler,

I recommend this book with the highest enthusiasm.

Very well composed story, very easy to follow and fascinating. Dinets is able to give enough history

in his life to allow you to understand him and at the same time not bog down the story with details.

As a person whom has done research and understands the persistence it takes to find what you are

looking for I really loved his story. If you love road stories and adventure mixed with animals this will

hold you. He does mention a bit of his romantic interludes but never got to the place were his

descriptions made me uncomfortable. (It is clear to the reader what is going on just no graphic

details.) I wish he had described a bit more of how he lived off of the land etc. (Made bow & Arrow

and hunted fish.) Spent time in Asia, South America, US and Africa studying Crocodilians I would for

sure recommend it and fully expect it to go up in price and the published books get sold out. Will

become a herping classic I expect.

I bought this book because I spend the majority of my free time researching and photographing

reptiles and pick up pretty much any book that has to do with alligators. The instant I looked at the

photograph of the shirtless author on the cover I had a feeling this book was going to be entertaining

because it is nothing like the typical author photo you would expect on a book jacket. This book is

without a doubt the most entertaining thing I have read in a long time and I actually enjoyed it more



for the authorâ€™s stories and style of writing then the actual crocodilian research. The overall

premise of the book is to explain the travels and people involved with the authorâ€™s research done

while writing his thesis on crocodilian communication. The way he travels and the descriptions are in

most cases both ridiculous and amusing at the same time to anyone who travels in a typical fashion.

I canâ€™t even imagine travelling some of the ways he did and would never do many of these

things myself. There are perfect descriptions for many things in this book that I have also observed

such as some photographers seeming to base their egos on whose camera lens is the longest.

Descriptions of bribes and cultures around the world are laughable but true and I especially liked the

authorâ€™s mention of a foreign official not accepting a bribe in his passport once as witnessing a

miracle.For those interested in reading the actual thesis that was written by Vladimir you can find it

on his website in PDF format for free (the website address is mentioned on the inner book jacket).

There are also PDF versions of various research papers he has published in scientific journals

along with English translations of some of his earlier books. I actually learned a lot about alligators I

never knew before reading his research papers regarding hunting strategies and communication. I

highly recommend this book both to people interested in reptiles and people just looking for a

hilarious story.

This book is fast paced, truly hilarious, and overall surprising. It's many adventures in one great

bundle. I don't want to spoil it for you, but let me point out that the author has a webpage with

beautiful full-color illustrations (click on Photos) to many of his trips, a great complement to the ones

you will find in the book. See it here: [...]

I first came across the authors writings on his website, and later, his blog. This is his first novel

published in English, and it's an insanely good read.In Dinets we have an unusual mix. All too often

solo adventurer types fail to commit their stories to paper before inevitably dying a spectacularly

gruesome death. Conversely, the best adventure stories are written by armchair navigators who

moan over a stray mosquito. Truth is stranger than fiction, and in this book Dinets makes a strong

case that our one tiny world is more interesting than all the best scifi and fantasy novels put together

- if only you're prepared to step beyond your front gate.If only this book was required reading in

middle school science classes, the national science crisis would be the stuff of memories.
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